25th Annual International Energy Healing Conference & Instructor Meeting
Presented by Healing Beyond Borders
General Conference September 1-4, 2021
PreConferences August 30 - September 1
Omni Interlocken Hotel Broomfield, CO

Note: We will be following recommended public health guidelines, as will the hotel. (OMNI Safe & Clean pg.
16) If world events impose constraints on air travel and group gathering we will convert this conference
to a virtual events conference.

V
S
: Spread Healing, Light and Love, Creating Wholeness on Earth.
M
S
: Our mission is to spread healing and light worldwide through the heart-centered practice and teaching
of Healing Touch. It is fulfilled by this non-profit membership and educational organization which:
• Administers the Certification process for Healing Touch practitioners and instructors
• Sets international standards of practice and international code of ethics for practitioners and instructors
• Supports Healing Touch students, practitioners and instructors as they develop, practice and serve communities worldwide
• Promotes and provides resources in health care integration and research in Healing Touch
• Provides opportunities for promotion of and education about Healing Touch
Purpose

The purpose of this annual conference is to provide continuing education for nurses, health care providers and others interested in healing, to
strengthen the holistic approach of healing work including body, mind, emotion and spirit. The focus is to enhance self awareness, self care, and
to increase the knowledge base of all who are interested in Healing Touch, holistic concepts, and energy therapies, thus enhancing healing, infinite
potential and evolution of self, family, community and the world.

Conference Learner Outcome

Participants will identify one new method they will use in caring for self and/or others.

About Our Theme “Illuminating a Path of Healing”
The Oxford English Dictionary defines the verb illuminate as “to give light to.” What better way to describe the practice of Healing Touch? For
25 years, our organization has given light as a way to fulfill our vision to “Spread Healing, Light and Love, creating wholeness on Earth.” Since
its founding in 1996 as Healing Touch International, Inc., Healing Beyond Borders has supported the education, certification, and professional
development of students, practitioners, and instructors of Healing Touch, guided by our Core Values: Integrity, Heart Centeredness, Respect of
Self and Others, Self-Care, Service, Community, and Unconditional Love.
Illuminating a Path of Healing speaks to our legacy and our future. As we step into the next 25 years,
we ride the momentum we have sustained during this time, reflecting on where we have been and
where we are going. To do this work, we must be willing to assess—ourselves and the world around
us—and to innovate and adapt to the flow of energy. Now and into the future, we consider how
we may reach out and serve, both individually and collectively, those who are suffering: patients,
caregivers, diverse cultures, the underserved, colleagues, health care professionals, their health
care systems and our global societies.

About Our 2021 Logo - Silver Anniversary Lotus

The human condition is often messy, with intense highs and lows throughout the lifespan. The
Lotus flower is a symbol of compassion, purity, enlightenment, self-regeneration and rebirth in many
different cultures. Its qualities are a perfect representation of the human condition, of health and
hope throughout the lifespan, as even when its roots are in the dirtiest waters, the Lotus produces
the most beautiful flower.

2021 Conference Program Committee
Joel G. Anderson PhD, CHTP, FGSA; Lisa Anselme RN, BLS, HN-BC, CHTP/I; Victoria E. Cornelius MD, CHTP, RYT 200 hours;
Gina Bondurant RN, BSN, CHTP/I; Caroline Niewenhous RN, BS, CHTP/I; Barbara Schommer RN, MS, CHTP/I; Christa Voorn RN, BScN, CHTP
Silver Anniversary Lotus 2021 Conference Logo Design by Cat Miller BFA
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Conference at a Glance - Schedule of Events
*Subject to Change
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Monday August 30, 2021
HTI Healing Touch Certificate Program Classes
8:00am - 6:00pm Course 2 (HT 2) (day 1) (17.5 CE)
8:00am - 6:00pm Course 3 (HT 3) (day 1) (17.5 CE)

Tuesday August 31, 2021
HTI Healing Touch Certificate Program Classes

8:00am - 6:00pm Course 2 (HT 2) (day 2)
8:00am - 6:00pm Course 3 (HT 3) (day 2)
8:30am - 4:00pm Course 1 Technique Review (HT) (6 CE)

Tuesday Night August 31, 2021
Movie in Community

7:00pm - 9:00pm Movie in Community (PC 1) (2 CE)

Wednesday September 1, 2021
Instructor Workshop

8:30am - 4:00pm Instructor Workshop (PC 2) (6 CE)
(CHTIs, Instructors-in-Training only) (Networking Lunch Included)

Full day pre-conference workshops
9:00am - 4:00pm (PC 3) (6 CE)

Half Day Pre-Conference Workshops

1:00pm - 4:00pm (PC4) (3 CE)

Ponderosa Healing Room
Available for exchanges during select hours.
Exhibitor Hall will be open
Wednesday, September 1
Thursday, September 2
Friday, September 3

1:00pm - 5:30pm
8:00am - 7:30pm
8:00am - 6:30pm

Healing Beyond Borders Business Report
Available during conference in the Members Only area
of the Healing Beyond Borders website.

C

Wednesday, September 1, 2021
2:00pm - 6:00pm
Exhibits Open
4:00pm - 6:00pm
Meet & Greet Light Reception/View Exhibits
6:00pm - 6:30pm
Welcome & Opening: HBB Board of
Directors
6:30pm - 7:30pm
Pinning Ceremony: New CHTPs & CHTIs
7:30pm - 9:00pm
Keynote: Lorrie Webb Grillo
Thursday, September 2, 2021
6:30am - 7:30am
Morning Energy Workshops
7:30am - 8:20am
Light Snacks/Refreshments in Exhibit Hall
8:20am - 8:30am
Announcements and Meditation
8:30am - 9:30am
Keynote: Belleruth Naparstek
9:30am - 10:00am
Break
10:00am - 11:30am
Keynote
11:30am - 1:00pm
Conference Lunch, View Exhibits, Self Care
1:00pm - 3:30pm
Workshops (THU 1, 2, 3)
3:30pm - 4:00pm
Break & View Exhibits
4:00pm - 6:00pm
Keynote: Joel Anderson
6:00pm - 7:30pm
Dinner on your own & View Exhibits
7:30pm - 8:30pm
Keynote: Gilah Yelin Hirsch
Friday, September 3, 2021
6:30am - 7:30am
Morning Energy Workshops
7:30am - 8:20am
Light Snacks/Refreshments in Exhibit Hall
8:20am - 8:30am
Announcements and Meditation
8:30am - 10:00am
Keynote: Kellie Sauls
10:00am - 10:30am
Break
10:30am - 11:30am
Keynote: Annis Parker
11:30am - 1:00pm
Conference Lunch, View Exhibits, Self Care
1:00pm - 2:30pm
Keynote
2:30pm - 3:00pm
Break, Self Care & View Exhibits
3:00pm - 5:30pm
Workshops (FRI 1, 2, 3)
5:30pm - 6:30pm
Break, Self Care & View Exhibits
6:30pm - 8:00pm
Banquet with Cash Bar
Banquet Performance: Martha Colby, Cellist
Saturday, September 4, 2021
6:30am - 7:30am
Morning Energy Workshops
7:45am - 8:00am
Meditation & Announcements
8:00am - 9:30am
Workshops (SAT 1, 2, 3)
9:30am - 11:00am
Keynote: Emily & Vasia Markides
11:00am - 11:30am
Refreshment Break
11:30am - 12:30pm
Keynote: Joan Halifax
12:30pm - 1:00pm
Closing

Registration / Information
Tuesday, August 31
6:00pm - 7:00 pm
Wednesday, September 1 11:00am - 6:30pm
Thursday, September 2
8:00am - 12:00pm; 2:00pm - 6:00pm
Friday, September 3
8:00am - 12:00pm; 2:00pm - 6:00pm
Saturday, September 4
8:00am - 1:00pm
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Keynote Speakers
Joel G. Anderson PhD, CHTP, FGSA
Joel G. Anderson, PhD, CHTP,
FGSA, is an Associate Professor
in the College of Nursing at the
University of Tennessee. He holds
a Doctor of Philosophy Degree in
Nutrition from the University of North
Carolina-Greensboro, a Bachelor
of Science Degree in Biology from
the University of North CarolinaWilmington, and a certificate
in Advanced Clinical Dementia
Practice from the University of
Michigan.
Dr. Anderson completed a NIH-funded postdoctoral research
fellowship in the conduct of clinical research at the Center for
the Study of Complementary and Alternative Therapies at
the University of Virginia. Dr. Anderson’s research program
focuses on non-pharmacological interventions for symptom
management and caregiver support in Alzheimer’s disease and
dementia care. This focus includes the use of social media as
part of the family caregiving experience, as well as the unique
needs of the LGBTQ+ caregiver population and older adults.
Dr. Anderson has received funding from the National Institute on
Aging and the Pat Summitt Foundation. He consults on media
strategies to promote public and patient involvement in research
with the Centre for Medicine and Aging at the University of
Stavanger in Stavanger, Norway. Dr. Anderson has published
over 60 peer-reviewed articles in numerous academic journals,
including Research in Gerontological Nursing, the Journal of
Complementary and Alternative Medicine, Brain Research,
the Journal of Holistic Nursing, Holistic Nursing Practice, and
the Journal of Family Nursing. He is an elected fellow of the
Gerontological Society of America, an active member of
the International Dementia Scholars Collaborative and the
International Family Nursing Association, and member of the
Editorial Board for the Journal of Family Nursing. Dr. Anderson
is the current President of Healing Beyond Borders.

Cat Miller
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Joan Halifax PhD,
Founder Upaya
Roshi Joan Halifax, Ph.D., is a
Buddhist teacher, Zen priest,
anthropologist, and pioneer in
the field of end-of-life care. She
is Founder, Abbot, and Head
Teacher of Upaya Institute and
Zen Center in Santa Fe, New
Mexico. She received her Ph.D. in medical anthropology in 1973
and has lectured on the subject of death and dying at many
academic institutions and medical centers around the world. She
received a National Science Foundation Fellowship in Visual
Anthropology, was an Honorary Research Fellow in Medical
Ethnobotany at Harvard University, and was a Distinguished
Visiting Scholar at the Library of Congress.
From 1972-1975, she worked with psychiatrist Stanislav Grof at
the Maryland Psychiatric Research Center with dying cancer
patients. She has continued to work with dying people and
their families, and to teach health care professionals and family
caregivers the psycho-social, ethical and spiritual aspects of
care of the dying. She is Director of the Project on Being with
Dying, and Founder of the Upaya Prison Project that develops
programs on meditation for prisoners. She is also founder of the
Nomads Clinic in Nepal.
She studied for a decade with Zen Teacher Seung Sahn and
was a teacher in the Kwan Um Zen School. She received the
Lamp Transmission from Thich Nhat Hanh, and was given Inka
by Roshi Bernie Glassman.
A Founding Teacher of the Zen Peacemaker Order and founder
of Prajna Mountain Buddhist Order, her work and practice for
more than four decades has focused on engaged Buddhism.
Her books include: The Human Encounter with Death (with
Stanislav Grof); The Fruitful Darkness, A Journey Through
Buddhist Practice; Simplicity in the Complex: A Buddhist Life
in America; Being with Dying: Cultivating Compassion and
Wisdom in the Presence of Death; and Standing at the Edge:
Finding Freedom Where Fear and Courage Meet which was
released on May 1, 2018.

“Confront the dark parts of yourself, and work
to banish them with illumination and forgiveness.
Your willingness to wrestle with your demons
will cause your angels to sing.”
~August Wilson, American playwright,
theater’s poet of Black America

Keynote Speakers
Emily Markides PhD
Emily Markides is committed to issues
of personal, social and global change,
spirituality, peace and ecological
sustainability.The ideals that have
inspired her work over the years, in terms
of both theory and praxis, have been in
two areas mostly: ecology and peace or what she has named
EcoPeace. She has pursued those ideals in her divided island
Cyprus by launching along with her daughter Vasia Markides
the ecocity project -see www.ecocityproject.com where you can
also find her latest co-edited book, The Famagusta Ecocity: A
New Path for Peace in Cyprus. She served as the first Interim
Director of the Peace and Reconciliation Program from 198891 and then became the co-founder and president of ESTIA,
the International EcoPeace Community in Maine, which served
as an educational NGO cultivating EcoPeace: Permaculture,
Ecovillages and Ecocities, and Ecological Design in Cyprus and
Maine.

Vasia Markides MFA, BA
Vasia Markides is Director of Waking
Famagusta and Founder/Director of
The Famagusta Ecocity Project. A
painter originally, Vasia completed
her first documentary short in 2008.
Hidden in the Sand is a chronicle of her mother’s hometown
under Turkish occupation, which is now off limits within the six
square kilometer fenced off abandoned district of Varosha.
Hidden in the Sand has screened in venues and festivals across
the U.S., Puerto Rico, Germany, Cyprus, Turkey, Greece,
Lars
Howlett
France
and Portugal. As a video producer, Vasia has worked
with clients such as Oxfam America, Global Nomads Group
and other human rights organizations. After launching the
Famagusta Ecocity Project and directing a documentary about
the effort, her team’s work gained worldwide media attention
(CNN, BBC, Associated Press, Al Jazeera, Huffington Post,
National Geographic, Boston Globe, ABC News, U.S. News &
World Report, and TedX Limassol). In addition to working on
her personal projects, she freelances as a filmmaker and video
producer in Maine, New York City, and Cyprus.

Belleruth Naparstek ACSW, BCD
Author
and
nationally
recognized guided imagery
pioneer Belleruth Naparstek
is founding CEO of
HealthJourneys.com and the
voice on many of its award
winning guided imagery and
meditation recordings.
As Prevention Magazine tells us, she has been quietly creating an
underground revolution in mainstream health and mental health, by
persuading major institutions as diverse as Kaiser Permanente, the
NIH Patient Library, Johns Hopkins, Blue Shield of California, the
U.S. Veteran’s Administration, the U.S Marine Corps, Progressive
Insurance, the Mayo Clinic, Aetna, California Community College
system, and Stanford University Health Library to distribute her
guided imagery recordings, in many instances free of charge. The
DCoE (Defense Centers of Excellence) has declared her guided
imagery one of their Twelve Promising Practices.
Her first book, Staying Well with Guided Imagery (Warner Books)
is a widely used primer on imagery and healing. Her second book,
Your Sixth Sense (Harper Collins) has been translated into 9
languages and called one of the most thoughtful and sophisticated
looks at imagery and intuition. Her book on imagery and posttraumatic stress, Invisible Heroes: Survivors of Trauma and How
They Heal (Bantam Dell), won the Spirituality & Health Top 50
Books Award. Highlighted in the 20th anniversary edition of their
seminal book, Courage to Heal, Ellen Bass and Laura Davis call
Invisible Heroes “the most useful book for trauma survivors to be
published in the last decade”.
Naparstek received both undergraduate and graduate degrees
from the University of Chicago. She maintained her psychotherapy
practice for over 30 years and taught graduate students at The
Mandel School of Applied Social Sciences, Case Western
Reserve University. She continues to serve on the faculty of the
Andrew Weil Center for Integrative Medicine at the University of
Arizona, and most currently, she has just completed a 6-session
Veterans Administration certificate training course in guided
imagery, which will be made available to any interested VA staff
person, systemwide. She is widely recognized as a key force
in making guided imagery and its benefits available in major,
conventional health care institutions. She also did a brief stint as
a musical comedy actress at Second City and The Tip Top Tap of
the Allerton Hotel in Chicago and says that her musical comedy
skills sometimes come in handy for teaching.
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Keynote Speakers
Annis Parker
RGON, ADN, DipEd,
CHTP/I
Annis is a New Zealand Registered
Nurse who has practiced in many
parts of the world, specializing in High
Tech surgery: oncology; bone marrow
transplant; disaster medicine; teaching
and management. Living outside of
NZ for 20 years, working in private
enterprise for 5 years, multicultural living, producing a family, racing
motor cars, and milking snakes for venom, has enhanced her world
knowledge.
Annis has had a full time people (adults and children) and animal
practice in energy healing since 1997, first in Christchurch,
NZ (S. Island) and now in Tauranga (N.Island). She teaches
Healing Touch and animal Bio Energetic workshops throughout
NZ and internationally. Her animal practice has large numbers
of horses, cats and dogs as well as all other domestic animals,
and she has been working with exotic animals both within
NZ and overseas. Annis has been using some of her past
management training in the dairy industry and intermingling this
with animal care. This appears to have had a major effect in
calming of animals, affording better results and cost reductions.
Annis has been doing regular work with Game Parks and
Rescue Parks which breed or care for endangered species. Zoo
animals of all kinds and those coming through quarantine are of
particular interest as these animals often have energy problems
which can cause the breeding programmes to be put in jeopardy.
Big cats, elephants and monkeys are another unique part of
her practice. Enhancing awareness of the knowledge within all
animals and the teaching of the inter relationship between all
beings is something she feels passionate about. This work is
complementary to all classical medical and veterinary services.
Annis was part of the formation and served as president
of Healing Touch NZ. She serves on the Healing Touch
International, now Healing Beyond Borders, Board of Directors,
Colorado. Her book, Talking with Tigers, is a collection of stories
and lessons from a life of experience that finds absolute delight
in teaching people how to view and work with animals.
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Lorrie Webb Grillo

Certified Practitioner of Essential Feng
Shui®.
Lorrie is a consultant and practitioner of
Essential Feng Shui®. As a graduate of the
Western School of Feng Shui™, she practices
a Western cultural interpretation of the ancient
Eastern principles of Form School Feng Shui.
As an educator of the principles of Feng Shui,
one of her goals is to teach these principles to
clients so they can bring Feng Shui into their lives as a process and a
practice - not just a project, but for change.
A writer and speaker about the ancient wisdom of Feng Shui and its
practicality for today’s world she speaks at business meetings, book
groups, amd leads group. Her Restful/Zestful blog offers “ideas and
tips, and to read about my experiences as a Feng Shui traveler”. Lorrie
sees Feng Shui in action everywhere!
Lorrie created Thriving Spaces Feng Shui to help people change their
lives by changing the energy in their living and working spaces. Feng
Shui is the practice of spatial arrangement to support energy flow and
can be used to increase prosperity, move a career forward, support
a relationship, create a balanced and harmonious home, bring in
customers, or revitalize a workspace.
Since 2009, Lorrie has helped clients do all of that and more. She
considers it a privilege to be invited into someone’s home, office, store,
or restaurant to help them see it in a new light and to give them tools
to make changes that will support their life goals. From one-bedroom
condos to multistoried homes on large lots, from office cubicles to office
suites, from small retail shops to large restaurants, Lorrie has helped
clients use the tools of Feng Shui to align their environments with their
personal goals - on their schedule and within their budget.
Practicing Feng Shui can vary from moving a piece of furniture to
repainting or reorganizing the entire space. Frequently, a small act will
start to move energy that inspires bigger action! I always try to give my
clients a range of choices in my recommendations. For Lorrie, Feng
Shui is practical, sensible, doable, and fun, and “I try to make each client
visit feel that way. I want to show you how to make the adjustments in
your living and working spaces that will help you transform your life.”

Keynote Speakers
Kellie Sauls
MS, BA
Kellie Sauls, a graduate of The
University of Texas at Austin,
has worked in both graduate
management
admissions
and
career services throughout her
career, leading efforts to increase
historically underrepresented student
populations and implement diversity
strategy. Sauls also launched an
international recruiting program, resulting in a doubling of
international students in degree programs. Director of Diversity,
Equity and Inclusion at Teacher Retirement System of Texas,
Austin, TX.
Prior to the Batten School, Kellie served as Associate Director
of Admissions and Director of Diversity Initiatives at the Darden
School of Business at UVA and Associate Director of Admissions
at the Babcock Graduate School of Management, Wake Forest
University.
Kellie earned a B.A. in Sociology from the University of Texas at
Austin, and an M.S. in Counseling and Clinical Programs from
Columbus State University. Sauls is the 2016 recipient of UVA’s
Lincoln V. Lewis Staff Diversity Award, which recognizes efforts
towards advancing diversity.

Gilah Yelin Hirsch MFA, BA
Gilah Yelin Hirsch, (BA UC Berkeley, MFA
UCLA), is a painter, writer, theorist, filmmaker,
lecturer and Professor of Art at California State
University, Dominguez Hills (Los Angeles). She
works in a multidisciplinary manner including
art, design, anthro-pology, architecture,
theology, philosophy, psychology, psychoneuroimmunology, and world
culture. An internationally exhibiting artist in over 250 exhibitions since
1968 including the Israel Biennale, the Whitney Museum (New York),
the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Hungarian National Museum,
Slovak National Museum, Museo del Pintura, Oaxaca, Mexico, and
acquired by many major public and private collections, including
the, Skirball Museum, Los Angeles, CA; Alexander Braun Collection,
Budapest; Slovak National Museum, Bank of America National Banks,
USA; University of California Medical Arts Collection, Los Angeles, CA,
California State University Dominguez Hills, Los Angeles, and Museo
del Pintura, Oaxaca. Hirsch’s work has been reviewed extensively
worldwide, has appeared on covers and within dozens of international
publications, along with articles and chapters about her life and work,
Hirsch’s film Cosmography: The Writing of the Universe, an investigation
into the relation between origin of alphabet, pattern in nature and
the neurology of perception and cognition, has received worldwide
interdisciplinary notice. Her current film, Reading the Landscape, brings
these concepts to children of all ages in sixteen languages and cultures.
Hirsch’s numerous awards, honors, grants, fellowships and residencies
include the International Society for the Study of Subtle Energies and
Energy Medicine’s (ISSSEEM) Alyce and Elmer Green Award for her
“innovative blending of science and art;” US National Endowment
for the Arts; California State University, CA; CLASS Foundation, CO;
Panavision Inc; California Community Foundation, CA; Fieldmouse
Foundation, CA; Takahashi Foundation CA; US Embassies of
Slovakia and Ukraine; Mountain Conservation Recreation Authority,
CA; ARTLAB, Civitella D’Aglioni, Italy, Dorland Mountain Colony, CA;
Banff Center for the Arts, Canada; MacDowell Colony, NH; Rockefeller
Foundation, Bellagio, Italy; Tyrone Guthrie Center for the Arts, Ireland;
International Painters’ Symposium, Slovakia; Tamarind Institute of
Lithography, NM; St. Martin’s School of Art, London, England; Syracuse
University, NY; Rim Institute, AZ., Morris Graves Foundation, CA;
Songambele Arts Festival, Nairobi, Kenya. Besides leading numerous
creativity and art and healing workshops worldwide, Hirsch has given
over 300 presentations/keynotes on her work at universities, institutes
and conferences internationally e.g. Santa Monica Museum, CA,
Yale School of Divinity, CT; Haverford College, PA; McGill University,
Montreal, Canada; Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow, Russia;
Institute of Art, Science & Healing, Berlin, Germany; International
Society for the Study of Subtle Energy Medicine, KS; TED X at First
International Festival of the Arts, Bhutan; UNESCO’s 2015 International
Year of Light Exhibition and Symposium at the National Museum,
Budapest, Hungary; the International Inter-disciplinary Symmetry
Society, Santorini, Greece and 30th Congress, Adelaide, Australia;
International Society for the Academic Study of Shamanism in Alaska,
US, Delphi, Greece, and Hanoi, Vietnam.
Her archives are housed in the Smithsonian Archives of American Art.
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Pre-Conference Healing Touch Classes & Workshops
HTI Healing Touch Certificate Program
Classes & Technique Reviews

Instructor & Leadership Meeting (PC 2)
(Instructors and Instructors-in-Training Only)
Wednesday, September 1, 2021 8:30am - 4:00pm
(Additional Fee) Networking Luncheon Included - 6 CE

Monday - Tuesday, August 30-31, 2021
(Prerequisites.) (Additional Fee)
Register Early. For More Information, Link Here.
Repeat Students receive a discounted rate

Course 2 - Energetic Patterning & Clinical Applications (HT2)
(Prerequisite: Healing Touch Course 1) (17.5 CE)

Instructor: Sarah Porter RN, MS, MPH, PhD, CHTP/I
The skill of completing an intake interview that identifies patterns
of behaviors for which Healing Touch techniques may be useful in
assisting a patient to re-pattern their energy field is acquired. Healing
Touch techniques learned in the foundation course are integrated into
applications that assist in re-patterning spinal health. The appreciation
of Healing Touch progresses to a deeper level with the acquisition of a
technique to assist the patient in expanding their heart energy.

Facilitators, Moderators, Presenters: Joel Anderson PhD, CHTP,
FGSA; Caroline Niewenhous RN, BS, CHTP/I; Members of the
Healing Beyond Borders Instructor Training Committee
As instructors, we create the framework for the environment of the
classroom. Indeed, we are the environment of the classroom. We
impart the art of healing and healing touch to the next generation.
This year’s instructor and leadership meeting will include opening and
welcome by members of the Instructor Training Committee, Updates,
Discussion re: remote classes, and Clinical Simulation Group Work.
We will be updating you, the instructors, with more details!

Course 3 - Advanced Healer Preparation (HT3)
(Prerequisite: Healing Touch Course 2) (17.5 CE)

Instructor: Bonnie Johnson RN, MS, HN-BC, CHTP/I
Methods of raising one’s energetic vibration are acquired that facilitate
the student’s application of techniques that can be utilized with upper
energetic field layers.
Monday, August 30, 2021
9:00am - 6:00pm Healing Touch Course 2 (HT 2)
9:00am - 6:00pm Healing Touch Course 3 (HT 3)
Tuesday, August 31, 2021
9:00am - 6:00pm Healing Touch Course 2 (HT 2)
9:00am - 6:00pm Healing Touch Course 3 (HT 3)

(day 1)
(day 1)
(day 2)
(day 2)

Tuesday, August 31, 2021 9:00am-4:00pm

Technique Review Course 1 - Foundations of HT (HT1)
(Prerequisite: Healing Touch Course 1) (6 CE)

Instructor: Mary O’Neill RN, CHTP/I
Has it been awhile since you used you took your Course 1 Healing
Touch class? Do you need a refresher of Course 1 techniques? Were
you in an online virtual pilot and now ready to practice in person? Healing
Touch Course 1 techniques used in the etheric field will be reviewed and
practiced, along with an understanding of how they interface with the
human biofield.

Movie in Community (PC 1)
My Octopus Teacher

Tuesday, August 31, 2021 7:00pm - 9:00pm
(Additional Fee) - 2 CE

A filmmaker forges an unusual friendship with
an octopus living in a South African kelp forest,
learning as the animal shares the mysteries of her
world. Emmy nominee Craig Foster did the underwater photography
for this film that won the 2021 Oscar for Best Documentary.
“You’ll laugh and cry your eyes out as an emotionally bruised diver
learns about life and loyalty from an eight-tentacled mollusk. This
Oscar favorite and viral sensation is the year’s most unorthodox and
unforgettable love story.” ~ Peter Travers, ABC News
“Is this octopus so extraordinary, such a miracle of the natural world,
that we’re going to believe this redemption tale? And the answer is:
yes, it is.” ~ Adam Kempenaar, Film Critic
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Brain Trauma: Detection and Healing (PC3)

Wednesday, September 1, 2021
(Additional Fee) (6 CE)
9:00am - 4:00pm
Susana Stoica PhD, CHTP
Susana’s personal experience in working with brain trauma and
diverse presentations dates back many years. This workshop will
focus upon working with patients to detect irregularities in their brain
biofield and support healing of various types of brain challenges and
presentations (Strokes, ALS, Asperger’s, Concussion/Traumatic
Brain Injury, etc.)
With patient’s permission only, it would be helpful for attendees to
bring a recent photograph of an individual you are working with who
has experienced brain trauma.

Create a Vision Board That Works using Feng Shui
(PC4)
Wednesday, September 1, 2021
(Additional Fee) (3 CE)
1:00pm - 4:00pm
Lorrie Webb Grillo, Certified Practitioner of Essential Feng Shui®
This workshop is so much fun! Participants will create their own vision
boards during the workshop and learn how to use feng shui to honor
all aspects of their lives on their boards. They will also learn about feng
shui and why using feng shui principles “powers up” their boards for
manifesting success. This workshop would also support your personal
development theme. ***Participants will be provided some handouts
in advance and asked to do some work in advance of the workshop.

Wednesday Opening & Pinning Ceremony
6:00pm -7:30pm - September 1, 2021 - all General Conference attendees

Healing Beyond Borders Board of Directors
2021 Newly Certified Practitioners & Instructors

2 0 2 0 N E W LY C E RT I F I E D P R A C T I T I O N E R S

Wednesday Evening Keynote

7:30pm - 9:00pm - September 1, 2021 - all General Conference attendees - 1.5 CE
Use Feng Shui to Cleanse, Bless and Create Sacred Space in Your Environment
Lorrie Webb Grillo
In our time together, we will learn how feng shui may be used to create a
ceremonial centerpiece, prepare and conduct ritual and complete it with
commitment and consecration. Then, together, we will all participate
in creating and conducting an opening ceremony at the end of the

presentation. This creative process falls under the theme of personal
development and shadow work. Participants will learn how they can
cleanse and bless their work – and home – spaces.

Daily Early Morning Yoga
6:30am - 7:30am - THU, FRI, SAT September 2,3,4 - all General Conference attendees - 1 CE for each day
Yoga - ME1
Victoria E. Cornelius MD, CHTP, RYT 200 hours
We move our energy through both active and passive yoga poses
and breath work. Each person will be guided in their own personal
expression of such poses as Downward Dog, Child, and Dolphin.
Curiously exploring the poses helps to bring mind, body, and spirit
into harmony. Bring your mat and appreciation for all efforts. Open to
Beginning & Experienced Practitioners

“In those final hours, love makes a home in
our fingers.” ~ Evan Hodkins
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Thursday Morning Keynote
8:30am - 9:30am - September 2, 2021 - all General Conference attendees - 1 CE
Guided Imagery: Universal Solution for Anxiety; the Human Recipe for Courage
Belleruth Naparstek
Across countries and cultures, our human blueprint reinvents the same
ingenious solution for the separation anxiety and distress that assails
every infant. Our toddler selves come up with clever, portable substitutes
for Mommy – Winnicott’s transitional objects - the blankie, the binkie,
the teddy, and the thumb. These in turn evolve into magical, internalized
images – the foundational mechanism for adult self-calming and our

successful handling of distress. Called security primes in the attachment
literature, this deep-seated dynamic explains the primitive power of
guided imagery to alleviate anxiety and heal distress at profound levels.
Sample the research, hear the heroic tale of the toddler’s journey, and
experience for yourself this remarkable therapeutic intervention, with all
its baked-in power to soothe, restore and heal.

Thursday Afternoon Workshops

1:00pm - 3:30pm - September 2, 2021 - all General Conference attendees - Select One - 2.5 CE

THU 2 – Healing Touch: Grant Writing Workshop 101
Suzanne M. Hess PhD, CHTP; Mary Ann Friesen PhD, RN, CPHQ
In these challenging financial times, much need research and project
development/implementation has been put on hold due to a scarcity of
financial support. We can all appreciate the impact research data may have
on the establishment of high quality standards of care and the continued
provision of that care. One of several limiting factors in generating these
impactful outcomes is securing grant funding from private, public, or
federal funders to conduct Healing Touch studies and implement approved
projects say, for example, the introduction of HT training into a health care
facility. Suzanne & Mary Ann, both professional grant writers, will provide
a basic understanding of the grant funding process, suggestions for where
to look for funding opportunities, strategies for successful applications,
foundational content that needs to be included in most grant applications,
and so much more. Examples of strong and weak grant content will be
discussed with numerous samples to start you on your way.
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THU 3 – Dream Tending an Illuminated Path of Healing
Bettyanne Shannon RN, MSN, MA, CHTP
They say our individual, global and planetary evolution is influenced by
images that surface in dreams. Tending to our dreams is especially relevant.
It is suggested that the healing community-tending of our dreams, through
deep listening and curiosity, is a path for energetic transformation. We
will consider how a framework of tending to dreams occurring during
the sleep time supports a path of illumination. Through individual and
collective community wisdom, workshop attendees will learn to harvest
the energy medicines of pandemic dreams and nightmares. As Healing
Touch Practitioners, we have an energy practice that connects with and
receives healing energy from the earth, universe, and the cosmos. We will
explore how our shadow energies are a doorway to healing and energetic
self-care. This workshop will unfold in three phases (1) a brief survey of
members (2) introduction to self-care tools and (3) pre/post-conference
dream circles and establishment of Dream Council.

“Shadow and Light” by Cat Miller

THU 1 – Healing Racism in Healing Spaces: Shedding Light into
deep shadows with self, patients, and students
Mary Szczepanski MS, RN, HNB-BC, CHTP/I;
Bonnie Johnson RN, MS, HNB-BC, CHTP/I
Explore hidden biases and microaggressions that may adversely affect a
healing relationship. Join us for a deep exploration of fear-based reflexive
emotions, false thoughts and harmful actions connected to racism and
identify how this can effect/impact all participants joined in a healing touch
session, thus inadvertently working against ‘highest good’. The group will
strategize ways to identify, work with, and eliminate these biases through
(1.) presentation of information (white fragility/privileges, systemic and
historical racism, hidden bias, microaggressions/racial abuse & trauma)
and (2.) engagement in difficult conversations about race in respectful
ways and (3.) Movement towards collective and personal healing and
antiracist action.

Thursday Afternoon Keynote

4:00pm - 6:00pm - September 2, 2021 - all General Conference attendees - 2 CE
Patterns of Possibility: Using Case Studies to Explore Clinical Applications of Healing Touch

Joel G. Anderson
Learning via discussion of case studies is a problem-based learning
approach that engages students and practitioners of Healing Touch,
allowing them to learn and apply their expertise in a simulated scenario.
The framework for a Healing Touch session is an excellent way to
incorporate discussion of case studies to expand our knowledge of
clinical applications of Healing Touch in our practice. The review and
discussion of case studies allows us to combine the principles and
theories that support Healing Touch with the practice of techniques.
During this keynote workshop, the principles of learning through case
study will be explored. Participants will work in a large group and in
small groups to explore case study scenarios created by Certified

Healing Touch Instructors and instructors in training to increase
knowledge about patient care and discuss energetic patterning, clinical
applications of Healing Touch techniques, and a holistic approach to
patient care. Additionally, participants will have the opportunity to
discuss cases and energetic patterns observed in their individual
practice to obtain feedback from other students and practitioners and
to identify broader energetic patterns that may be emerging globally.
Reflections from individual small groups will be shared with whole
group to widen perspectives, enhance critical assessment skills, and
apply holistic paradigms to Healing Touch practice.

Practitioner Preparation
The practitioner moves
into therapeutic
presence by centering,
grounding, attuning, and
setting intention.

Assessment

Problem Identification
The practitioner draws
a conclusion, based on
the assessment,
regarding the patient’s
response to actual or
potential health
conditions or needs.

For each goal
identified, the
practitioner selects a
technique or set of
techniques that
provides a rational
basis for
implementation in the
present circumstance.

The practitioner uses
data collected
throughout the session
to determine the
achievement of the
mutual goal outcomes.

Mutual Goals

The practitioner
collects subjective,
objective, and subtle
energetic data through
the intake interview,
observation of physical
presentation and
patterns, and
observation of energy
fields and centers using
hands, a pendulum, or
higher sense
perception.

In collaboration with
the patient, the
practitioner addresses
and prioritizes each
problem identified,
setting measurable and
achievable goals.

Planning

Intervention

Evaluation

The practitioner
implements the
techniques identified to
meet the mutual goals,
documenting the
techniques used and
the subtle energetic
shifts noted during the
intervention. At the
conclusion of the
intervention, the
practitioner grounds
the patient and
consciously releases
the field.

Thursday Evening Keynote

7:30pm - 8:30pm - September 2, 2021 - all General Conference attendees - 1 CE
The Healing Power of Form: Summoning the Uniﬁed Field: A Path Toward Healing
Gilah Yelin Hirsch
Already a profound questioner at the age of ten, Hirsch wrote to Albert
Einstein asking how he could reconcile being the greatest scientist in
the world, while, as she had read, believing in the wrathful god of the
Old Testament. His reply included this advice: “Try to form your opinions
always according to your own judgment.” This simple yet starting
exhortation became the guiding meter of her life. Growing up, she
continued to be mystified by the incongruities she observed around her,
and developed an interest in science while (quite by accident) becoming
an artist. Her fascination with these two supposedly very different
disciplines led to an ongoing inquiry into the relationship between the
two, and ultimately to her understanding that the artist brings abstraction
into form, while the scientist brings form into abstraction.

Coached in the disciplines of anthropology, psychophysiology,
psychiatry, psychoneuroimmunology, philosophy/theology and art, this
presentation focuses on imagery as a powerful vehicle for physical and
emotional healing. Her blending of science and art reveals existing
relationships between nature, form in human physiology and behavior,
as well as the forms that are present universally in all alphabets.
Drawing from her years of solitary wilderness sojourns, biomedical and
neuroscientific research dealing with mind/’body patterning, as well
as her experience in diverse world cultures, including Tibetan Tantric
visualization and Cabala, Hirsch addresses the hardwired wisdom of
the body as the repository of intuition and intrinsic knowledge-leading
toward health and behavior benefiting the greater good.
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Cat Miller

“Manifestation into Light”

“All life is a manifestation of the spirit, the manifestation of love.” ~ Morihei Ueshiba

Friday Morning Keynote
8:30am - 10:00am - September 3, 2021 - all General Conference attendees - 1.5 CE
Future Focused - Energy Centered
Kellie Sauls

As Healing Beyond Borders moves toward a vision for the future of
the organization and the healing energy work members imagine,
our society has forever been changed by the last year. How has our
collective energy shifted as our collective societal consciousness has?
What is the role of diversity, equity, and inclusion in our work? Kellie
will take us on a journey to the future using various cultural markers to
drive how diversity, equity, and inclusion helps healing work, ultimately
creating a future of our greatest imaginations.

Kellie will ground her talk in both her own story, and the current
demographic make-up of society and how this impacts our vision
for the future. Then she will engage us in several exercises to help
us intentionally open ourselves up to diversity, equity, and inclusion
integration to our own healing practices.

Friday Morning Keynote
10:30am - 11:30am - September 3, 2021 - all General Conference attendees - 1 CE
Respect and Resilience are Core Foundations for Life and Healing
Annis Parker
Respect and Resilience. I believe these two words are core foundations
which have been neglected in all modalities.
Respect. What does respect mean? It is identified as one of the core
values of Healing Beyond Borders. Can you expand this respect to
other people, other environments, other cultures, beliefs, as well as
deep inside YOUR physical being?
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And then there is Resilience. Only when we can broaden our life view,
down size our arrogance (that we are better than anyone else,) and
start looking INSIDE ourselves first, to honestly honour who we are, will
we build the resilience required. We all need the strength and the skills
of a Ninja, with the wisdom and sight of knowing we can, but know we
do not have to act, on every occasion.

Friday Afternoon Workshops
3:00pm - 5:30pm - September 3, 2020 - all General Conference attendees
Select One - 2.5 CE
FRI 1 – Illuminating Your Path to Abundance
Leslie Teyssier CHTP
Based on the book, Emotional Currency, A Woman’s Guide to Building
a Healthy Relationship to Money by Kate Levinson, participants are
assisted to gain insight into personal beliefs about self-worth, lack and
abundance. This insight promotes healing of past beliefs, encourages
positive future attitudes and wellness. Through exploration of deeply
held beliefs and ideas about money and unrecognized fears related
to abundance, Leslie assists participants to recognise how they can
strengthen their relationship to money and self worth. We will look at
money patterns: generosity, overspending, sharing, lending, avoiding
etc. Next is a look at what areas we would like to change, and how to
approach healing our attitudes. We will end by making a Money Action
Plan and rewrite our money story.
FRI 2 – Sacred Ho’oponopono Qi & the Heroine’s Journey
Nadia Linda Hole BA, MD
As we move from what we used to know and trust, thru our shared
losses, the unknowns, trials, and uncertainties of this pivotal time
...What’s become truly Sacred for you? What challenges; conscious and
unconscious, might possibly be blindsiding and hindering you? From
the cross cultural traditions of Ho’oponopono forgiveness, and “miracle
healing” QiGong; we invite you to experience for yourself the profound
transformative power of these practices, via the sacred breath of Aloha,
and gentle mind-body-heart exercises to help illuminate what you ‘don’t
know, that you don’t know’ and collectively set us free from old patterns
that no longer serve, and to bring greater ease, purpose, love, & grace,
into our lives. We’ll explore how to apply these practices to the inner
Heroine’s Journey that we’re individually and collectively all moving
through. *Wear comfortable clothing for light body movement.

FRI 3 – Illuminating the Personal Heart for Global Healing
Lori Harger RN, PMHNP

Our care-giver interventions are as vibrant as the relationships we
nurture with those whom we serve. Through theoretical and practical
exploration of a heart-centered model of care that incorporates the
physiological, magnetic and metaphorical qualities of the heart, we
answer questions such as: what are the components of the therapeutic
relationship? Why is it easier to connect with some individuals than
with others? Is there a reliable method by which healing connections
can more easily flow with more and diverse individuals? How do we
balance therapeutic closeness while maintaining healthy boundaries
and avoiding burn out? The model, “Heart Rhythm Meditation” is
a reliable and accessible method for illuminating our perception of
ourselves, others and our relationships. Grounded in ancient practices
and validated by modern research methods, Heart Rhythm Meditation
practices include the development of rhythmic breath, coherence of
breath and heartbeat, sound practices, and attunement to sensory
experience. These practices provide effective tools for energizing
the healing potential of our individual hearts and illuminating our
connections to the hearts of others. We take time for direct experience
and discussion of the methods presented. Key Points: The mind-body
connection is energized by attention to the physical heart. Conscious
breath and heartbeat are valuable resources for healing our own hearts
and transmitting healing to others. The practical application of heartcentered healing is accessible and profoundly effective for energizing
health at the individual and community level. Join us!

General Conference
Banquet Performance
Martha Colby, Cellist
Cellist, pianist, writer, singer, arranger, and
teacher, Martha Colby, “scrapes, glides and
plucks her way like a flame” (Performing
Songwriter magazine). Having spent her
summers since 2007 with the Lake Quartet at
Yellowstone Park, Martha left her freelance
career in NYC to be out in the mountains with the bears, mountain
goats, wolves and spaciousness of the west. She currently works as
a pianist and cellist at the historic Old Faithful Inn, Old Faithful Snow
Lodge, and continues to perform with the quartet at Lake Village.
She has performed in such ensembles as the band October Project
(Bury My Lovely), singer-songwriters Anna Dagmar, Sloan Wainwright,
Gregory Douglass, Latin trio Rosewood and Rhythm, in jazz bands The

Llama Dollies and Lyric Fury, and was principal cellist of the Hudson
Opera Theater and the Spirit of America Pops. She is featured on over
70 recordings by a variety of musicians and is recipient of the Joe Venuti
Jazz Masters Award and several Meet the Composer grants. Martha
has worked with world-renowned musicians such as Matt Glaser, Matt
Darriau, Julie Lyonn Lieberman, Billy Hart, and Kurt Rosenwinkel.
Martha Colby music is what you get from a kid who wanted to be a lead
singer and a bass player and wound up playing the cello. She grew
up listening to classical music, progressive rock, thrash, 60’s folk rock,
dixie and swing, and avante garde jazz. She graduated Cum Laude
in performance cello from Berklee College of Music, Boston, MA and
started off in Guilford, CT.
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Saturday Morning Workshops
8:00am - 9:30am - September 4, 2021 - all General Conference attendees
Select One - 1.5 CE
SAT 1 - Ecology of Well-Being
Sarah E Porter PhD MPH, MS, RN, CHTP/I
Assess your power and work to create a future in which all humans are
valued and supported. Sarah uses the work of her teacher Sadguru Kedarji,
a Self-realized being and authorized lineage holder. His Ecology of WellBeing is based on the ancient wisdom of the science of Bhakti Yoga plus
modern-day understandings such as quantum physics, the Biology of Belief
and current research about the mind-body relation. We will work to support
our well-being with yogic techniques to stop a restless mind, a process to
trace how the mind dictates feelings and feelings dictate our vibrations, and
identify ways to use these practices for self and or others.
SAT 2 - Illuminating the Dark Path of Depression
Mary O’Neill RN, CHTP/I
This past year and a half has been a tough road for many. Mary explores
recent statistics in depression including information available from this
recent pandemic. Presentation of signs and symptoms for both chronic and

acute depression are discussed. An overview of depression’s effects on the
bio-field will be covered, and the Framework for a Healing Touch session
will be used to proceed through the identification, intake, assessment,
interventions, post-assessment, evaluation and feedback, with homework
and the importance of referrals. Discussion with Q&A will follow the
presentation.
SAT 3 - Life & You: Your Journey’s Path
Linda Thomas PhD, NPD-RN, CCRN, CHTP/I, HTAP
Explore your soul purpose and understand where you fit in the universe of
love and self-healing, and help you illuminate a path of healing for yourself
and others. During this workshop, the individual participants will explore the
meaning of the patterns in their life purpose while maintaining their integrity
and the wisdom of their core purpose. Using experiential group interactions,
the presenter will guide the group through a series of hypothetical scenarios
that will help them identify how consciousness and patterns can impact our
life’s journey. Come with Beginner’s Mind!

Saturday Morning Keynote
9:30am - 11:00am - September 4, 2021 - all General Conference attendees - 1.5 CE
Healing the Self, Healing the Planet
Emily Markides & Vasia Markides
Emily and Vasia Markides are a mother-daughter team working on a
project in their native Cyprus to turn the militarily occupied ghost town of
Famagusta into a unified ecocity. For almost half a century, the GreekCypriot and Turkish-Cypriot communities on the island have been
divided, following a 1974 war, which split the island into two pieces.
Emily Markides, who now lives in Maine, is a professor of sustainability
and refugee from Famagusta; her childhood home remains vacant

and deteriorating behind a barbed wire fence. Her daughter, Vasia,
an artist and filmmaker, has spent her adult life trying to get the story
of Famagusta out to the world. Together, this mother-daughter team
launched a project to unite divided Cypriots and pursue Emily’s longtime
dream of reviving her hometown into a beacon of peace, reconciliation
and sustainability in a troubled region at the crossroads of three
continents. For more information, visit: www.ecocityproject.com

Saturday Keynote
11:30am - 12:30pm - September 4, 2021 - all General Conference attendees - 1 CE
Compassion as a Path of Healing
Joan Halifax
This presentation will explore the power of compassion as a path
of healing. We will explore what compassion truly is, three different

Saturday Closing
12:30pm - 1:00pm - September 4, 2021
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perspectives on compassion, and how to cultivate compassion in
the midst of challenging conditions.

Continuing Education, Meals, Silent Auction & Cancellation Policy
CONTINUING EDUCATION CREDITS

This activity has been submitted to the American Holistic Nurses
Association for approval to award contact hours. The American
Holistic Nurses Association is accredited as an approver of continuing
professional development by the American Nurses Credentialing
Center’s Commission on Accreditation.
Healing Touch International, Inc./Healing Beyond Borders is a provider
approved by the California Board of Registered Nursing, Provider
Number CEP15275.
“The provider of this educational event has designed the program so
that it may be considered by participants for use as continuing education
to enhance the professional knowledge and pastoral competency of
chaplains certified through the Board of Chaplaincy Certification Inc.®
an affiliate of the Association of Professional Chaplains®.”

REGISTRATION CANCELLATION POLICY

Refunds, less a $75 processing fee, will be granted upon written
cancellation request received by Monday, August 23, 2021.
Please note: Healing Beyond Borders incurs necessary expenses that
are obligated to the conference hotel, meeting space or outside event
agencies. Thus for all requests received in writing, by fax or email, or
postmarked after Monday, August 23, 2021, conference registration,
optional workshops and tours are non-refundable.

INDEMNIFICATION

Healing Beyond Borders reserves the right to refuse conference
registration if HBB determines that the registrant would detract from
the goals and/or security of the conference. Healing Beyond Borders
reserves the right to request that a person attending the conference
leave if HBB determines that the registrant detracts from the goals and/or
security of the conference.

PHOTO DISCLAIMER

All 2021 conference attendees consent to be photographed and/or
videotaped and allow use of these photographs/video recordings in
Healing Beyond Borders marketing materials.
COVID Policy: Liability Waiver and Assumption of Risk
Attendee understands that participation in Healing Beyond Border’s
(HBB’s) 2021 Annual Conference is entirely voluntary and requires
attendees to abide by any applicable rules of conduct or local or
state laws that may be announced at any time during the Annual
Conference. Specifically relating to the global COVID-19 pandemic,
attendee acknowledges the highly contagious nature of COVID-19
and voluntarily assumes the risk of exposure or infection by attending
the Annual Meeting and understands that such exposure or infection
may result in personal injury, illness, disability, and/or death to
attendee. Attendee understands that the risk of becoming exposed to
or infected by COVID-19 at the Annual Conference may result from
the actions, omissions, or negligence of others who may attend the
meeting or their families, colleagues, or others with whom they may
have contact. Accordingly, attendee understands and agrees that
this release includes any claims based on the actions, omissions, or
negligence of HBB and its Executive Board and officers, Governing
Board of Directors, employees, or agents from any and all liability in
connection with HBB’s Annual Conference.

CONFERENCE MEALS

For those having special dietary needs or restrictions, we recommend
bringing additional food or supplements. Note: All menus will be
primarily plant focused. Regular, vegetarian and gluten free options
will be offered. General conference registration includes: Wednesday
evening light reception; Thursday morning light refreshment and
lunch; Friday morning light refreshment, lunch, and evening banquet;
and Saturday refreshment break. This is subject to change based
upon any public health requirements. Single day registrations include
the day’s meals, workshops and keynotes. Single Day registrants may
purchase admission to the Friday evening Banquet and Entertainment
for an additional $100. Additional Guest Friday Banquet tickets may
be purchased on a space available basis - PLEASE IDENTIFY MEAL
PREFERENCES FOR GUESTS.

HOTEL RESTAURANTS

Visit hotel link for further details regarding the hotel restaurants.
Meritage Restaurant, Tap Room And Terrace Restaurant and Bar,
Morsel’s Cafe, Fairways Restaurant, H20 Poolside Bar & Grill

LOCAL RESTAURANTS

In addition to the hotel restaurant and conference meals, there are nearby
restaurants that are all accessible via the free hotel shuttle, including:
Starbucks, Panera Bread, Ihop, Firehouse Subs, Noodles & Co, Chipotle,
Smashburger, Caribou Coffee, Rocky Mountain Chocolate Factory.

LOCAL GROCERY STORES

Safeway, King Soopers, Whole Foods, Sprouts Farmer’s Market,
Natural Grocers are all within a 5 mile radius of the hotel.

SILENT AUCTION

We will hold a silent auction that benefits Healing Beyond Borders’
integration and outreach programs. We welcome your support. Please
bring an item with description and value to the vendor area. Note: as a
non-profit 501C6 professional organization, Healing Beyond Borders is
unable to provide a charitable tax deduction for your gift.

In addition to all other rules and regulations relating to the attendee’s
attendance, attendee agrees to comply with all COVID-related
procedures that may be implemented by HBB, the city of Broomfield/
Denver and the OMNI Interlocken Hotel, including, but not limited to,
mask-wearing and social distancing requirements and restrictions
on certain activities that carry higher COVID-related risk, in order
to protect as much as possible, the health and safety of all meeting
attendees.
By completion and submission of the meeting registration form, I
certify that I have read and fully understand this Liability Waiver and
Assumption of Risk agreement and understand that it affects my legal
rights. I agree and acknowledge that this waiver and release (1) shall
be binding on me, my heirs, family, estate, representatives, and assigns
and (2) is intended to be as broad as permitted under applicable law,
and each waiver or provision herein is severable and shall apply
notwithstanding the invalidation of any other provision herein.
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Colorado
Travel Information

Hotel Information
Omni Interlocken Hotel

500 Interlocken Blvd. Broomfield, CO 80021

By Plane - Denver International Airport (DIA)

Twenty commercial passenger airlines service the Denver International
Airport (DIA) and include: Aeromexico, Air Canada, Alaska Airlines,
Allegient, American, Boutique Airlines, British Airways, Cayman
Airways, Condor, Copa, Delta, Denver Air Connection, Edelweiss,
Frontier, Iceland Air, JetBlue, Lufthansa, Norwegian, Southwest, Spirit
Sun Country, United, Voltaris, and West Jet. For more information visit
https://www.flydenver.com/ Note: at this time, passengers and visitors
must wear a face covering until further notice.

The OMNI Interlocken Hotel

Healing Beyond Borders Conference Rate: $128/night
The rate is available (single or double) until Tuesday, August 10, 2021,
subject to availability until the group block is sold out. The rate is $138
triple.
Please Note: By staying at our conference hotel, you assist in
offsetting HBB’s conference meeting room costs and in keeping
our conference tuition rates low. We thank you for your loyalty to
our conference location site!
The award-winning Omni Interlocken Hotel provides a luxurious retreat
between Boulder and Denver. Nestled against the backdrop of the
Rocky Mountains, our hotel in Broomfield offers a wealth of on-site
experiences. With stunning panoramic views of the mountains and
valley, we desire to sweep you off your feet and into total tranquility with
our golf, spa and dining offerings. Two Heated Outdoor Pools, Scenic
hiking, walking, jogging and biking paths nearby, a non-smoking, petfriendly hotel. Surrounded by the Rocky Mountains, Denver is one of the
most beautiful and lively cities in the United States. Omni Interlocken
Hotel puts you near everything— including outdoor fun and a host of
attractions. You’ll have a hard time staying indoors with such a gorgeous
backdrop.
For more information, visit the Denver Metro Convention & Visitors
Bureau or Colorado Convention Center/Currigan Expo Hall.

MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS

Make your reservations by visiting our website at our website:
www.HealingBeyondBorders.org and linking to the OMNI Interlocken
Hotel - Healing Beyond Borders registration page. To reserve a hotel
room by phone, please call the hotel at (303) 438-6600 and ask for
the Healing Beyond Borders group rate over the dates needed. These
beautiful accommodations feature one king or two queen beds with
32” flat screen TV’s and spacious bathrooms. 300 sq. ft. room with
contemporary Colorado décor, crown molding and exterior windows
that open to let in fresh Colorado air. Wi-Fi access / high speed internet
available.Spacious bathroom with vanity and hair dryer. Some rooms
include balconies and views of the mountainside, golf course or pool.

ADA ACCESSIBLE ROOMS

Accessible rooms are available upon request for our attendees who
need ADA features.

OMNI Safe & Clean Standards: LINK: https://www.
omnihotels.com/-/media/files/omni-safe-and-clean-standards
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Rental Cars

DIA on site rental cares include Advantage, Alamo, Avis, Budget,
Dollar, E-Z, Enterprise, Fox, Hertz, National, Payless, Thrifty. The
OMNI Interlocken Hotel is approximately 34 miles/55 kilometers from
the Denver International Airport.

Airport Train/Bus to Flatirons Crossing ($11-$14 USD)

OMNI Interlocken Hotel is between Downtown Boulder and Denver
International Airport. From the airport, guests can take the lightrail train to
Union Station 1; walk to Gate B17 and board the Bus to Broomfield US36 &
Flatirons Crossing. (3.6 miles from hotel) To arrange hotel shuttle pick up at
Flatirons Crossing, contact the hotel upon departure from the airport.
https://www.rome2rio.com/map/Denver-Airport-DEN/Broomfield#r/Train-bus

Airport Shuttle to Hotel - Green Ride ($45 USD)

One way shared ride (pick up people along way) $45
Guest booking LINK: Click Here for reservations or see
the HBB website. https://greenrideco3.hudsonltd.net/
res?USERIDENTRY=BOLHBB&LOGON=GO

Parking

Healing Beyond Borders attendees receive free self parking next to the
hotel.

Uber/Lyft

Fee: Rates vary based on driver availability and demand. Rates will be
provided prior to pick-up. Hours: 24 hours. Ride-sharing apps such as
Uber and Lyft provide swift transportation to/from the airport. Guests
can request a ride on-demand by downloading the apps on their smart
phones.

Things to do - Denver

Please Note: Public facilities are in the process of phased reopening.
Please monitor the websites for current information and visitor guidelines.
For more information visit: https://www.omnihotels.com/hotels/denver-interlocken/things-to-do
Denver Art The 40 foot high
Blue Bear – officially known as “I
See What You Mean” by local artist
Lawrence Argent is just one of many
public art sculptures to be discovered
around town, part of Denver’s love of
the arts. Metro Denver collects more
public money for the arts, per capita,
than any other city and hosts the
nation’s second largest performing arts
complex (Denver Performing Arts Complex), world class Denver Art
Museum, and Denver Museum of Nature and Science.
Denver Botanical Gardens strives to
entertain and delight while spreading the
collective wisdom of the Gardens through
outreach, collaboration and education.
Conservation programs play a major
role in saving species and protecting
natural habitats for future generations;
many innovative gardens are models of
drought-tolerance and showcase native
and adapted plants that thrive in Western
gardens. Throughout Denver Botanic
Gardens, the time honored traditions of
European horticulture merge with a dynamic diversity of plants and
design that represent the best in horticultural achievement. It’s a great
opportunity to view sculptures that explore the human form in both
classical and abstract styles from the early 20th century to today.
Featured artists hail from around the world and include the likes of Eric
Fischl, Jacques Lipchitz, Sassona Norton, Beverly Pepper, Auguste
Rodin and Manolo Valdés. Visit http://www.botanicgardens.org (Now
Open - pre-ticketing required.)
Denver Zoo Spanning over 80
acres in historic Denver City
Park, visitors can view 3,500
different animals, representing
over 650 species: a rare look at
exotic animals like amur leopards,
king cobras, black rhinos, coral
reef fish, elephants, zebras, vampire bats, gorillas and more. The
zoo features modern exhibits with naturalistic habitats like the new
Predator Ridge, Tropical Discovery, Primate Panorama and the
Dragons of Komodo. The Zoo is working to enhance the lives of some
of the world’s most endangered species. Preservation for the future:
not only are some current exhibits unique to Denver Zoo, but are
unique in the wild as well - 188 zoo species are considered threatened
or endangered, and three species are actually extinct in the wild.
www.denverzoo.org

US Mint The second largest storehouse of gold
bullion after Fort Knox, the Mint also produces
6 billion coins a year. Free tours and a one of
a kind Mint coin shop. Reservations required.
http://www.usmint.gov (Tours currently closed.)
Downtown (Denver) Aquarium features a
public aquarium boasting more than a million
gallons of underwater exhibits that highlight
fascinating ecosystems around the world,
hosting over 500 species of animals, including
the interactive Stingray Reef touch tank. Visit
downtownaquariumdenver (Now Open)
Wild Animal Sanctuary The Wild Animal Sanctuary (TWAS) is the
oldest and largest nonprofit Sanctuary in the US dedicated exclusively
to rescuing captive exotic and endangered large carnivores, providing

them with a wonderful life for as long as they live, and public education.
Established in 1980, TWAS is a state and federally licensed zoological
facility and a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization, open for visitors year
round, daily 9am – 4pm. The Sanctuary is located on rural, rolling grasslands northeast a short distance from the Denver Metro area. Comprising 720 acres and sheltering more than 290 Lions, Tigers, Bears, Leopards, Mountain Lions, Wolves and other large carnivores, it is the first
sanctuary of its kind to create large acreage species-specific habitats
for its rescued animals. Since January, 1980, TWAS has responded
to nearly 1,000 requests from private citizens and government agencies to rescue animals from across the United States and in Mexico.
Visit www.wildanimalsanctuary.org (Now Open)

“How great is the mystery of the first cells which
were one day animated by the breath of our
souls! How impossible to decipher the welding
of successive influences in which we are forever
incorporated! In each one of us, through matter,
the whole history of the world is in part reflected.”
~ Pierre Teilhard de Chardin
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Things to do - Foothills & Mountains
Please Note: Public facilities are in the process of phased reopening.
Please monitor the websites for current information and visitor guidelines.

The Mother Cabrini Shrine is located
in the beautiful red-rocked foothills of
historic Golden, Colorado. For over
a century, the Mother Cabrini Shrine
has served as a peaceful place of
reflection for religious pilgrims seeking
to retrace the steps of America’s
first citizen saint, St. Francis Xavier
Cabrini. Here, on the same grounds
walked by Mother Cabrini herself,
enjoy the shrine’s meditation walk,
rosary garden, candlelit grotto - a replica of the grotto of Lourdes,
prayer chapels, the Heart of Stones, and for those adventurous ones,
the 373-step Stairway of Prayer, which leads up to the wondrous and
awe-inspiring twenty-two foot Sacred Heart of Jesus statue perched
majestically at the top of the mountain.
(Now Open)

Roxborough State Park A short drive southwest of Denver.
Roxborough is a Colorado Natural Area and a National Natural
Landmark for good reason. The park, with close to 4000-acres, is filled
with dramatic red-rock formations, distinct plant communities, and
a host of wildlife ranging from red fox and black bears to mule deer.
Visitors can take in all of Roxborough’s geological wonders via a series
of trails for every level of hiker. The Fountain Valley Overlook is only
100 yards from the Visitor Center and provides spectacular views of
several beautiful rock formations, including the Fountain Formation,
Lyons Formation, and the Dakota hogback. Visit: http://www.parks.
state.co.us/roxborough (Now Open)

Rocky Mountain National Park, just 51 miles north west from our
conference hotel, is considered one of the nation’s greatest treasures.
Catch the glint of Rocky’s many facets: the brief morning alpenglow
on a peak, a glimpse of a wary wild creature in the brush, the sun
sparkling in a stream, the glory of a mountain sunset, the solitude of a
trail less traveled, the splendor of the starscape free of man-made light,
the exhilaration of looking over the clouds, the uplift of birdsong from
the branches, the haunting night music of howling coyotes and bugling
elk. Ancient upheavals, volcanic eruptions and glacial scouring cut and
carved great diversity and incredible beauty into this multi-faceted gem,
Rocky Mountain National Park, fittingly set midst Roosevelt and Arapaho
National Forests and Colorado State Forest. The altitude from 7,500
to 14,259 feet slices through montane, sub-alpine and alpine zones. A
drive up Trail Ridge Road takes you to the Arctic Circle ecologically; yet
you’re only 2 hours from Denver. http://rockymountainnationalpark.com

Red Rocks Amphitheatre in Morrison, CO is a geological phenomenon – the only naturallyoccurring, acoustically perfect amphitheatre in the world. From Sting and The Beatles, to opera
stars and U2, every artist aspires to play on this magical, spiritual and emotional stage. Red
Rocks qualifies as Mother nature’s year-round events center. Its 400 foot high sandstone
slabs, seething ruddy-red with iron, lend a majesty to the place. Artifacts and arrowheads
found in the area indicate that Ute Chief Colorow brought his people here to wait out the
harsh winter. The natural walls and insulating properties of the red rocks made this an
excellent haven from bitter code and a serene and protected place to get in touch with other
tribes and clans. The ampitheatre is based on ancient outdoor theatres of Greece and Sicily
and is international recognized for its acoustical excellence.
Visit: www.RedRocksOnline.com
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Things to do - Boulder
Please Note: Public facilities are in the process of phased
reopening. Please monitor the websites for current information
and visitor guidelines.
Nestled at the base of the Rocky Mountain’s famous
“Flatirons” foothills, Boulder is one of the United States’
most liberal and populous cities.

Celestial Seasonings considered
to be the world’s most advanced tea
production plant. Here, you will learn
how the finest ingredients from around
the world become our favorite Celestial
Seasonings teas. In addition, enjoy
samples of the teas and browse displays
of the original artwork found on Celestial
Seasonings’ famous tea boxes. http://
www.celestialseasonings.com/

Canvas
Conference
Bag
with Logo

Bag
$23

The Boulder Dushanbe Teahouse was handcrafted over
three years by more than 40 artisans in several cities of Tajikistan. This
decorative historic building was gifted to Boulder and reassembled
on site. Decorated with Persian art, the teahouse’s hand-carved and
hand-painted ceiling, tables, stools, columns, and exterior ceramic
panels accurately reflect an artistic tradition that dates back nearly
2,000 years. https://www.boulderteahouse.com/
Rocky Mountain Shambhala Center is inspired by a
tradition: the basis of enlightened society is the understanding that
human beings inherently possess
wisdom,
compassion
and
goodness. Located in a remote
backcountry setting about 2
hours NW of Denver, the Rocky
Mountain Shambhala Center is
the largest rural Buddhist center
for mediation and education
in Europe and America. Two
special havens are a short hike away: the magnificent stupa rising 108
feet – the largest in North America, and a quiet, meditative Japanese
Shinto shrine, as low key and refined as the stupa is awesome. Visit:
http://www.shambhalamountain.org

Bag Description

• This tote bag is made of 10-oz cotton canvas.
• Features a zippered main compartment with a
zippered valuables pocket.
• Large slip pocket on the front provides additional
storage.
• Carry using the top grab handles or the adjustable
shoulder strap.
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2021 Annual Conference Registration

Please print clearly, one form per attendee. This registration and payment of fees reserves your space.

Refunds, less a $75 processing fee, will be granted upon written cancellation requests received no later than Monday August 23, 2021.
See brochure page 15 or HBB website for complete cancellation policy.

NOTE: All attendees consent to be photographed/videotaped for use in HBB marketing materials.
Required for CE Reporting
Are you a Nurse?
Yes
No
Are you a Member of AHNA?
Yes

Name
Mailing Address

Street

City

State/Province

Meal Preference
Vegetarian (select one)
Regular
Gluten Free (in addition to above selection)

Postal Code

If you have special dietary needs please plan accordingly
Note: Menus will be primarily healthy, eco friendly plant focused.

Country

Email Address

Phone

(signature)
Yes, I give HBB permission to include city, state and email on the Participant Listing given to all attendees _________________________________
(signature)
Yes, I agree to the HBB Liability Waiver. See brochure page 15. ___________________________________________________________________
Yes, I would like to provide an item for the Silent Auction.
Yes, I plan on being pinned at conference (bring your pin). Pinned By: _____________________________________________________________

Pre-Conference Workshops: (select below)
HT 2, HT 3
Repeat HT2, HT3
HT 1 Review
PC 1 Movie in Community (Tues Eve)
PC 2 Instructor Workshop (Wed) (Lunch Incl).
PC 3 Full Day Conference Workshop (Wed)
PC 4, Half Day PreConference Workshop (Wed)
General Conference:
(Includes Banquet: Select THU, FRI, SAT workshops below)
Single Day Rates
Wednesday Evening Only (Includes Reception)
Thursday Only (Includes Morning refreshments, Lunch)
Friday Only (Includes Morning refreshments, Lunch & Banquet)
Saturday Only (Includes Morning refreshments)
Guest Banquet Ticket(s) $100 each
Name/Meal Preference

Regular

Vegetarian (select one)

HBB Member Rate
Received by July 30

/

Non-Member Rate
Received after July 30

250.00
165.00
60.00
25.00
110.00
105.00
40.00

275.00
182.00
60.00
25.00
110.00
110.00
45.00

250.00
165.00
60.00
25.00
110.00
110.00
45.00

275.00
182.00
60.00
25.00
110.00
115.00
50.00

525.00

610.00

600.00

685.00

150.00
235.00
285.00
90.00
100.00

175.00
265.00
305.00
120.00
100.00

170.00
255.00
305.00
105.00
100.00

195.00
285.00
325.00
135.00
100.00

Amount Due

Gluten Free

Conference Bag $23 each with conference logo ....................................................................................................................................................
Become a member now or renew membership now ($100 per year) and receive the member discount for conference registration ............
TOTAL DUE ........
Pre-Conference Workshop Options additional fee
HT2 Mon-Tues - Course 2 Healing Touch
General Conference Workshops
HT3 Mon-Tues - Course 3 Healing Touch
Thursday PM (select 1)
HT1 Tues - Course 1 Healing Touch Review
THU 1
THU 2
THU 3
PC1 Tues Night - Movie in Community
General Conference Workshops
General Conference Workshops
PC2 Wed - Instructor & Leadership Meeting
Friday PM (select 1)
Saturday AM (select 1)
PC3 Wed - Brain Trauma
FRI 1
FRI 2
FRI 3
SAT 1
SAT 2
SAT 3
PC4 Wed - Create a Vision Board/Feng Shui

Return this registration form with payment to Healing Beyond Borders 7112 W. Jefferson Ave. Suite 301, Lakewood, CO 80235
Please remit fees in US dollars only, payable to Healing Beyond Borders 303-989-7982 phone 303-980-8683 fax
Please bill my credit card
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No

or enclose check/money order

Exp

3or4 digit code

